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Savannah Book Festival preview
AASU sponsors two poets on Feb. 7
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SGA election entry deadline nears
tors weighed in on student
government responsibilities
and who they thought would
As America settles into a adapt well to a job in student
new administration, Arm government.
strong Atlantic State Uni
"Senators are responsible
versity's (AASU) student for being at the weekly meet
government elections are ings and voting on different
gearing up.
things that come up, any
The Student Government thing that arises of concern
Association (SGA) will hold to the administration, the
their next election March 10- faculty or any authority de
12, and any AASU student
partments to make sure that
who meets prerequisites, can the students' voice and the
run for office. Those who wish students' input are heard on
to run must turn in their ap our campus," said SGA Presi
plication by Feb. 6 at 5 p.m. dent Somi Benson-Jaja.
in the Office of Student Ac
"It entails being a good
tivities, Room 201 in the Me- example for the student
' morial College Center.
body, and we work to accom
Several officers and sena plish goals that will improve

SGA

prepares for
blood drive

things here at Armstrong, as
well as services with financial
aid. Basically, someone who
wants to help make students'
time here at Armstrong as
productive and enjoyable
as possible," said SGA Vice
President Aaron Eubanks.
Anna Mach, SGA's trea
surer, believes that the job
is about "being dedicated to
AASU and being the voice of
the students and going out to
advocate to the students for
AASU to grow.",
However, just as with other
jobs, there are prerequisites
to joining student govern
ment.
One absolute requirement
for students looking for an

SGA office is a grade point
average (GPA) of 2.0 for sen
ators.
There are other constraints
on candidates as well, such as
having at least 45 credit hours
completed for the president
and vice-president positions
and being a full-time student
for senators.
"You've got to make sure
you hav6 the basic require
ments. Running for execu
tive office, you need to make
sure you know what the job
entails and it's good to have
your feet wet first by possibly
having served as senator or
an executive before," Ben
son-Jaja said.
"With any student organi
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Check Inside

Potential candidates have many duties to uphold if elected

By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

7 8 ,

Tutoring center
expands scope

zation, there is time manage
ment. You can only miss two
meetings per semester, and if
you're not being productive,
if you're not trying to work for
the benefit of the whole stu
dent body, then you would be
asked to leave," Benson-Jaja
explained. "I wouldn't want
to ask somebody working a
full-time job to join the SGA
or be an executive officer, be
cause you have to be able to
manage that and all the re
sponsibilities if you want to
be the best at it."
"An outgoing, hard worker
who can devote the time it
takes" will be successful, Eu
banks said.
"Any student can apply to
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Check Online
Check theinkwelionline.com
for a preview of the African
American Read-In

Next Week
See how budget cuts
affect AASU athletics
be senator. We're looking
for hard-working individu
als that aren't afraid to speak
their mind and are efficient
at what they do," BensonJaja added.

In memorium: bench dedicated to Dr. Sharyn Gibson

By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

Sen. Ernesto Ortiz-Ariza
announced at the Monday,
Feb. 2, meeting that the Stu
dent Government Associa
tion (SGA) is seeking volun
teers for the Red Cross Blood
Drive on campus on Tuesday,
Feb. 10.
"We usually have a blood
drive three or four times per
semester, and we work the
blood bank here on Southside Savannah," Ortiz-Ariza
said. "They come with their
mobile units and usually just
help them coordinate and
bring the students, let them
know what's going on. We
usually set up a tent outside
of the mobile unit."
Ortiz-Ariza added the stu
dent turnout for the blood
drives has been consistently
strong.
"Last time, we actually had
a really good day; we had
around seventy-five units,
which was really good. Ev
ery time we've had it this last
semester, we've been able to
surpass our goal," he said.
The Board of Regents will
hold a meeting Feb. 6-7, and
SGA President Somi BensonJaja will attend to discuss
the recent $75 fee for all stu
dents. The fee has attracted
many critics from institutions
and student governments
across the state, including at
AASU. Benson-Jaja will air
the SGA's and students' con
cerns and report back on the
following Monday.
Homecoming week, which
is Feb. 23 to March 1, will
include many on-campus
events that are listed at
http://www.homecoming.
armstrong.edu. The SGA is
planning a contest in which
students can show their
school pride by making a
YouTube video about AASU.
A reminder was put out
that the application deadline
for the upcoming SGA elec
tion is Friday, Feb. 6. Ap
plications for homecoming
queen are due the same day.
SGA treasurer Anna Mach
stated that the SGA's balance
stands at $1,750-37-

Dr. Sharyn Gibson was the
head of the department of
radiologic science at the
time of her death from
breast cancer on March
28,2008. Gibson had been
a full-time professor since
1983 and received the H.
Dean Propst Award for the
1993-1994 academic year.
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Dr. Sharyn Gibson's "favorite bench" was dedicated in her honor at a
ceremony attended by current and former faculty, family and students
on Jan. 30. Gibson often sat on the bench to talk with students, col
leagues and friends as they passed.
The emotionally charged dedication included stories from longtime
friends and coworkers, including former Dean of Health Professions
Dr. James Repella, university President Thomas Jones and former
Director of Faculty Development & Liberal St udies Dr. Richard Nordquist.
Last March, Gibson lost her battle with a recurrence of breast cancer,
with which she had been diagnosed two years earlier. The dedication
was also used to award the first"Dr. Sharyn D. Gibson Memorial Schol
arship" to radiologic science student Jessica Lastocy.
Photos courtesy of University Relations

OLA, Phi Iota Alpha provide music, food and fun
ersity cookout encourages donations for trips and good works
By Ashley Counts
Staff Reporter

The Hispanic Outreach
and Leadership at Arm
strong (HOLA) held their
first
fundraising event
Wednesday, Jan. 28, hop
ing to appeal to students'
wallets through their stom
achs.
The cookout was an at
tempt to foster cultural
awareness and diversity
among students on cam

pus, as well as gain a little
funding, with an open grill
and festive music. Despite the
overcast weather, the HOLA
members cooked, counted
and socialized for two hours
in the leisurely environment
with other students.
Sponsored by both HOLA
and Phi Iota Alpha, the cookout's main goal is to "raise
money for our formal gala
planned for March 27 and our
end of the year trip," HOLA
President Marco Tapia said.
The money raised also

funds student activities and
community service, such as
last spring's health clinic vol
unteer work, which provided
examinations for low-income
families, and to provide en
rollment services.
Scholarships such as The
Goizueta Foundation Schol
ars Fund, meant to aid stu
dents of Hispanic origin who
lack the financial resources to
afford higher education, are
also partially funded through

Photo by Muona Malola
HOLA held the cookout in hopes of raising funds and attracting new members.
From left to right: Gian Maleki, Ernesto Ortiz-Ariza, Marco Tapia, Andy Kalbfreisch
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Jeff Heath, Shantal Gutierrez and Joan Acosta.
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Feb. 6: Deadline for SGA election entries and Homecoming queen contestants
Feb. 10: SGA blood drive 10:30 a.m. - 4;3° p.m. Science Center parking lot
Feb. 13:

Voices on Campus

Faculty Lecture series 12:10 p.m. UH 156

Math Tutorial Center alters
name, adds other disciplines

The Pirate pep?
Reported by Carmen Singleton
Staff Reporter

STEM Initiative grant encourages expansion
ment, commented that stu pate in the University System
dents usually attend tutoring of Georgia's STEM Initiative.
Hoffman said she hoped
for regular math classes.
"Typically, people having the other subjects would
trouble are the ones we see have the same success.
"I don't see being tutored
The CST Math and Science the most of, and they're usu
in
other subjects as different
Tutorial Center, formerly ally studying lower level math
from
being tutored in math. I
the Math Tutorial Center, in classes. People in higher lev
think
it probably means we'll
Solms Hall has been helping el classes are usually major
end
up
getting more students
students with math-related ing or minoring in math, and
coming
in to be tutored. The
tend
to
be
doing
better
over
issues for over 20 years; the
one-third
figure was from
all,
so
we're
most
likely
to
center is now taking its mis
the
general
population, so
be
seeing
intro-bio
students,
sion one step further and
it'll
probably
get
bigger," she
intro-psychology
students,
et
adding biology, chemistry,
said.
cetera,"
she
said.
psychology, computer sci
ence and information tech
nology to its tutorial curricu
lum.
"We also may or may not
be adding physics to what we
tutor," said Timothy Ellis, a
professor in the mathematics
department.
Tutor Sydney Hammond
Regarding how those being
The name is changing to re
has
spent the last year and a
tutored
improve
their
grades,
flect the expansion of scope.
half
working at the tutorial
Hoffman
cited
research
on
The apparent success of
center
and said she has seen
tutoring's
effectiveness.
the center in helping strug
"In the study, which was that students who frequently
gling students led to its ex
pansion and the offering of [on] college algebra, the av seek tutoring services gener
erage student raised one let ally raise their grades.
new subjects.
"I believe that people ben"The new dean, George ter grade. Other universities
.
efit
quite a bit. We've had
Shields, felt that now that all have also claimed anecdotseveral
people that have gone
the sciences and math are be ally a similar correlation be
from
failing
and brought
ing taught in the same place, tween the two," she said.
their
grade
up
a
letter grade,
"I also think that the grant
that it would make sense,"
because
you
get
the one-onmoney
we
got
from
STEM
Ellis said.
one
opportunity
that profes
helped
get
it
started,
since
The center reports that
sors
don't
have
the
time for,"
it's
earmarked
for
graduation
roughly one-third of the
he
said.
and
retention
rate,"
Hoffman
student body visits its facil
Brie Hershey was experi
ity, and its numbers reflect a said.
Hoffman was referring to encing difficulty with algebra
•typical improvement of a full
letter grade for cooperative the $360,000 grant received and went to the tutorial cen
students in their respective by the departments of sci ter at the encouragement of
ence, technology, engineer her boyfriend.
math classes.
"My boyfriend's taking
Dr. Lorrie Hoffman, head ing and mathematics (STEM)
of the mathematics depart in the fall of 2 008 to partici- statistics, and he was doing

By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

"I also think that the grant money
we got from STEM helped get it
started, since it's earmarked for
graduation and retention rate"

H0LA | FROM PAGE 1
such events.
"Without HOLA, many
of its members like myself
wouldn't be able to go to col
lege," said Vice President
Laura Gonzalez, who was
recruited in high school by
HOLA Program Director
Melody Rodriguez.
Fundraising was not the
cookout's only purpose.
"We're hoping to attract
new members and make sure
people know about us," Tapia
said.

The club members iden
tify with a wide range of eth
nic backgrounds, not only
from Latino cultures but
also American and German.
HOLA encourages participa
tion from all communities
and from those interested
in varying their own cultural
experience.
"HOLA isn't just for Hispanics, it is for anyone who
wants to learn more about
different cultures," Shantal
Gutierrez said.

Application Deadline: Friday, February 6,2009 at 5:00p.m.
Student Activities Office MCC 201
For more information please visit the Student Government website a t www.sga.armstrong.edu
VVViJ
of email sga@armstrong.edu.

better because of the tutorial
center, so that's why I started
coming," she said.
Although the tutorial cen
ter is now offering the new
subjects, Hammond feels
that it will probably take
some time—and comparable
success in helping struggling
students—before the new ar
eas will be on par with math.
"I think the problem with
those programs now is they're
so new. The math lab is pret
ty well established, and the
math professors know to talk
about it. Right now, we have
one chemistry tutor, and I
believe they just started pay
ing for chemistry tutors last
semester. So it hasn't quite
caught on as on as much, so
I think it needs to be built
up, people need to mention it
more, and people need to get
more active into tutoring."

The CST Math and Science
Tutorial Center is located in
Solms Hall Room 206 and is
open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Thursday,
and 4-6 p.m. on Sunday.
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you

attend AASU sporting

"No, because I don't live in Savannah
and it's not worth the drive."
- Brittney Molina, sophomore,
music education

"Occasionally. I don't attend all
of them because I don't live on
campus."
- Jenson Hill, sophomore,
economics

"Sometimes, I usually go to the
basketball games because those

"No, because I take a load of
classes and work. So when I am
not working or In class, I am
usually studying."
. - Jason Allen, senior,

advertised."
- Porchia Smith, sophomore,
music education

biology, pre-med

....

Search theinkwellonline.com
for
"A glut of grants"

Faculty lecture to compare
similarity of real and
virtual environments

Dr. Bradley Sturz, profes
sor of psychology at Arm
strong Atlantic State Univer
sity (AASU), will present his
lecture, "Mechanisms of Spa
tial Orientation and Naviga
tion: Similarity in Real and
Virtual Environments," on
Feb. 13. It is a mouthful of a
title, but broken down, it is a
rather simple concept with
many applications.
Sturz said his lecture will
deal with the ways in which
people orient and navigate
space and compare them to
the way we do so in a virtual
environment.
"My own research on this
issue is a small slice, but I
think the topic in general has
broad appeal with potential
widespread implications and
applications," Sturz said.
Spatial orientation is the
ability to determine which
way is which in a particular
setting and is the main task
when attempting to reach
another location. Sturz will
describe the similarities of
spatial orientation and navi
gation in both real and vir
tual environments.
Sturz said his lecture aims
to show that spatial orienta-

1 v
-isked
events? Why or why not?"

Want to know more about the

Observation of
spatial orientation

By Jason Neal
Staff Reporter

Nothing says school spirit like sporting events on the
AASU campus. From the passion of the players to the cheer
ing and adulation of the fans, sports cany an emotiona
charge. Whether it is basketball or intramural bowling,
student participation can make or break any occasion.

tion mechanisms in real en
vironments are the same as
or similar to those in virtual
environments. There can be
many benefits to testing in a
virtual environment.
In a virtual environment,
Sturz explained, research
ers have complete control
over the environment and
the testing is much less time
consuming and costly. Fur
thermore, testing in a virtual
environment is similar to
playing a video game, mak
ing participants much more
likely to complete the study.
He believes the topic "ap
peals to a wide range of peo
ple" because of "our general
interest in technology" and
has a sort of "hipness."
Sturz studied experimental
psychology at Auburn Uni
versity and has contributed
work about real and virtual
environments and spatial
cognition to many publica
tions.
The next installment of the
Robert I. Strozier Lecture
Series will be held in University
Hall Room 156 at 12:10 p.m.
on Feb. 13. The lectures are on
a monthly basis and are free
and open to the public.

"No, noton a regul
cause
I usually do not find out about the
event until the day of or after the
fact."
- Jase Register, junior,
*
criminal justice

"Yes I do, because it's a good way
to support your school and their
efforts in what they do."
-Andre Johnson, freshman,
visual arts

Six by Six
In the zone
Competitive sports are everywhere in our society. We,
as a people, seem to love when one man or woman or team
beats another in an.even match, be it football, basket
ball or even a pick-up game of s treet hockey. This week,
students were asked, "What is your favorite thing about
sports?" and to express their opinions in six words.
"Playing them and

v
boys."
- Denise Silva, freshman,
mathematics
"The;

"The excitement coming
from the crowd."

- Porchia Smith, sophomore,
music education

t, the fun

"I like the rivalries in

and competition."

sports."

- Lauren Trammell, freshman,
nursing

-Jase Register, junior,
. criminal justice i

feeling accomplished."

"Conditioning your mind,
body and will."

- Ariana Miskin, freshman,
undecided

-Kevin Parker, junior,
information technology

"The cheering fans and

We encourage readers to e-mail us with their sixsuggestions for next week's topic:

What do you think Valentine's Day is for?
E-mail submissions to campuslife.inkweli@gmail.com. Be sure to include your
name, year in school and major. Please limit yourself to one submission per topic.

The Inkwell

Editorials & Opinions | Page 3

Week of February 5,2009

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

EDITORIALS^
& OPINIONS,

Time to bust out the tin foil hats!
Depending on when you
read this, you have approxi
mately 3 years 10 months
and 20 days to live. Yep, the
world will explode, change
rotation, burst into flames,
ice over, or be attacked by
laser-eyed t-rexes on Dec. 21,
2012 at 6:11 A.M. E.S.T., or
so they say.
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Many people fail to grasp
the concept that, using the
date system, we will hit every
single number combination
possible. There will be a June .
6, 6666. There will be a Dec.
l, 9999. There will be a year
3000 A.D., and certainly on
all of these days, people will
gather around their televi
sion equivalents with their
fingers crossed and the other
hand on their tin foil hat.
Of course, this apocalyp
tic event is not the first by
any stretch. Ever since the
invention of time and dates,
humans have been antici
pating when the world will
reach its final resting place.
Even the pagans thought the
world was going to end when
the ball dropped on the eve of
999 A.D. In recent memory,
every few years, someone
weeds through the calendar
and selects a date with a nice
sequential number scheme.
People throw apocalyptic
years around like dollar bills
at a strip club.
Aug. 8, 1988 was for sure
going to be hell on Earth. For
heaven's sake, it's 8.8.88!
Four number eights in a
row! What else could possi
bly spell out doomsday? Of
course, the clock struck and
Aug. 7,1988, was not the last
day on Earth. Looking back at
it, 8.8.88 sounds more like a
Pizza Hut commercial jingle
than the end of the world.
Even before the infamous
Y2K, people could not wait
for the world to stop rotat
ing, so they came up with
Sept. 9, 1999, which was
definitely going to be the end
because if you flip the 9's up
side down, you get 6.6.66.

Even a movie starring Ar
nold Schwarzenegger, "End
of Days," came out.
Then came the series Y2K,
the "I-really-mean-it-thistime" Y2K1 and the lesserknown Y2K7. People were
selling their homes, tak
ing Billy and Johnny out of
school and heading for the
Grand Canyon. Alas, we, and
our computers, are still here
and functioning. Yet the Y2K
cult hasn't given up. They are
already starting to build up
hype that computers really
can't handle five digits, and
the "real" computer Dooms
day is Y10K.
But that's 7,991years away;
there are plenty of death and
destruction dates before
then. So far this millennium,
we have had June 6th, 2006
(6.6.06). Unfortunately, the
worst thing that happened
on June 6, 2006, was "The
Omen" hit theaters starring
Julia Stiles, which was pretty
horrendous in its own right.
So Dec. 21, 2012 (12.21.12),
will most likely be the end. It
marks the end of the Mayan
calendar and the winter sol
stice, but even more impor
tant than those two the Earth
will be positioned exactly in
the middle of our galaxy. And
if that's not enough to con
vince the masses, apparently
it was predicted by Nostra
damus, a man batting o for
1,000,000.
This question of when the
World will end has plagued
usI for almost our entire existence.
It's as though we want the
world to end. Do we want
to be able to say we called
it? It's as if people picture

God as some convict chisel
ing days on the wall till he
gets out, while he repeatedly
mumbles, "When I get out,
it's gonna be over."
Other planets don't inex
plicably explode. It's not as
if on May 5, 2005, Jupiter
burst into flames as people
looked at their watches and
said, "Yep 5.5.05, Jupiter had
it coming."
Dates are just an arbi
trary man-made invention
of tracking time. Time itself
is not even correct because
in order for there to be time,
there has to be a beginning,
and science still has not
proven that. Alpha and ome
ga, there is a beginning and
there is an end. However,
neither has been found.
Maybe in 500 years, we'll
look back and say, "Time!
Haha, what were we think
ing?"
However, science has
proven that this blue glob we
inhabit won't last forever. A
stray meteor or a nearby ex
ploding supernova may end
life on Earth at any moment.
What makes life so beautiful
and miraculous is how fragile
it is.
As humans, we are either
condemned or blessed to
walk the earth with knowl
edge that the ground on
which we place our feet will
not always be there.
So is it really feasible that
because the Mayan calendar
has no more notches to turn,
our planet will celebrate
its last day, and last winter
solstice, as we pass into the
middle of our galaxy?
Unlikely.

Super Bowl ads: more gems than
clunkers
By Steve Johnson
(MCT)

Not much was expected of
the Super Bowl ads this year.
Recession. A national mood
of hyper-rational un-exuberance potentially rendering
the usual collection of bath
room and frat-boy humor
inappropriate. Advertisers'
plans changing at the last
minute to accommodate the
dark climate.
But like the game itself, a
surprise gem won by Pitts
burgh in the last minute,
these were, for the most part,
a surprisingly decent batch
of high-cost product messag
es. The number of downright
clunkers was kept relatively
low compared to past games,
the use of animals wasn't al
ways mere audience pander
ing, and some good and ap
propriate humor came out of

I w a n t ft

girlfriend.

One +0 hold
her arms

our current dire straits.
Neither dared tackle the
outright joblessness so many
face today, but two job-search
companies were funny about
bad employment, one show
ing a literal dead-end (of a
moose) job. Denny's offered
America a free breakfast
Tuesday in a droll spot, albeit
one that suggested you might
be eating that breakfast next
to violence-minded made
guys.
Bud Light, usually the
worst of t he frat-boy offend
ers, was relatively on-key
and inoffensive all day. In the
game's very first ad, the bev
erage tossed an office worker
out the window for suggest
ing the wrong thing at a com
pany budget-cutting meet
ing (no more free Bud Light
at meetings?) and made it
play like the beer: light and
frothy.
Even though PETA'salleged

me in
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TONY MORRIS
Faculty .Adviser
tonyraymQfris@grmal!xom

away when faced with the
likes of Coke's winning post
modern homage to its Mean
Joe Greene commercial.
Jay Leno grinning at us
menacingly from a sports
car notwithstanding, NBC's
promotions department de
serves special mention for
making most of its many
ads for NBC shows a notch
or three more entertaining
than usual. The NBC promo
for Conan O'Brien's show
was way funnier than the
Bud Light version of Conan's
"Swedish" TV ad.
But Hulu, a TV-rerun web
site partly owned by NBC,
was even sharper than that,
spinning off a splendid fan
tasy about the first-rate site
being expressly intended to,
as the saying goes about TV,
rot our brains. And for free.
In a bad year for cash out
flow, discount entertainment
wins every time.

For how long howe
»l|oo wanted +© sh+up
' n^o+hef?

+€11 mt

very thin^ is OK.

Super Bowl spot famously
didn't pass NBC broadcast
standards, the cause of ani
mal rights was well served
Sunday. Anheuser-Busch's
Clydesdales charmed again.
Coke's thirsty insects were
visually stunning. And Pedi
gree's dramatization of why
people should adopt dogs,
rather than, say, rhinos and
ostriches, was both hilarious
and exactly on message.
The night's dogs didn't in
volve dogs. Instead flowers
(Teleflora, getting downright
nasty) and Doritos (violent)
wasted their millions.
The big 3-D spectacle in
volving a movie and bqverage
wasn't worth the time it took
to put on the special glasses.
Did Hyundai's spot with
very angry Japanese and
German car executives make
World War II veterans un
comfortable? It's possible.
But such miscues faded
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What Killed The Dinosaurs
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The Inkwell

Calendar of Events

SPORTS

Feb. 5-7: Men's and women's tennis at Flagler
vs. Augusta State
vs. USC Aiken
Feb. 6-7: Softball at Georgia Southwestern Invitational
Feb. 6-8: Baseball vs. Southern Indiana
Feb. 7-8: Women's Golf at Kiawah Island Women's Golf Intercollegiate
Feb. 7: Men's and Women's Basketball vs. UNC Pembroke
Feb. 11: Men's and Women's Basketball at GCSU

Weekly Sports
Trivia Quiz
McClatchy-Tribune News Service
QUESTIONS:

Photo by Elizabeth Rusiecki

1.) In 1974, the NFL's Cardinals made the playoffs for
the first time since 1948. Who was the coach of that '74
team?
2.) What Cardinals' tight end died during training camp
of the 1979 NFL season?
3.) Former Pittsburgh Steelers coach Chuck Noll is the
only coach with four Super Bowl victories. Name the sea
sons in which he won them.
4.) What team prevented the Pittsburgh Steelers from
seeking a third consecutive Super Bowl in the playoffs of
the 1976 season?
5.) What former Cardinal was infamously dubbed as
the "dirtiest player in pro football"?

Freshmen Drew Walker, w ho started as DH in th e second game of the double header,
congratulates his teammate who scored a run.

Pirates force split with defending national champs
Season begins against Mount Olive College
By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

racking up 10 strikeouts, al
lowing five hits and giving up
three walks. He even had a
shut out going when he was
Armstrong Atlantic State replaced at the start of the
University (AASU) made up eighth inning.
for a devastating loss in the
The Pirates jumped out
first game against Mount to an early lead in the first
Olive College (MOC) by win inning when catcher John
ning the second in grand Roberts had a sac fly to score
fashion.
shortstop Juan Dorado.
On the first day that the Right fielder
Alex Wyche
NCAA allowed spring sports scored another run when he
to play, Sunday, Feb. 1, AASU got a single to drive in first
played
a
double-header basemen Kenny Cail. Cail
against the defending Divi had reached base on an error
sion II champions, MOC.
earlier in the inning.
Not exactly a picture per
In the bottom of the fifth,
fect day in April like MLB MOC took out their start
hopes for on their opening ing pitcher Patrick Ball, who
day, but it was great day for was struggling with his pitch
baseball. A bright sunny day placement. However, David
with a little chill in the air Travis didn't do much better
and there was a great crowd than the man he replaced.
out to watch the Pirates take
The first batter Travis faced
on the No. l-ranked Trojans. was AASU's All-preseason
Junior pitching transfer PBC honoree, left fielder
from Tennessee Tech Thom Josh Wilson. Wilson lined
as Gray started his career at one down the third baseline
AASU in probably the best for a stand up double. He
possible way: he struck out then advanced to third on a
MOC's first four batters look wild pitch and was driven in
ing.
by a single from Dorado.
Gray pitched an outstand
Travis' confidence ap
ing seven innings of work, peared to wane after this

point, as he had to fight hard
not to put every pitch in the
dirt.
MOC's relievers did not
have a good day. Travis
and his replacement, Paul
Novicki, pitched only one in
ning of work and combined
for five runs on eight hits
given up.
The only blemish for the
Pirates came with two outs to
go in the top of the ninth in
ning, when the Trojans man
aged to score a meaningless
run off of a single by Montoya Young.
The first game of the series
was close throughout and
showed promise for AASU on
a few occasions.
The Pirates were able to
score first,
when second
basemen Carlos CardozaOquendo hit a single to score
two base runners with two
outs in the second inning.
The Trojans responded in
the third when Kyle Hinrichs
hit a ball just over the cen
ter fielder's head. Hinrichs'
triple scored two runners for
MOC.
With the score tied neither
team wanted to have the pos

sibility of making the first
mistake.
Despite the two runs given
up, starting pitcher Cody
Walden pitched a solid seven
innings for the Pirates, sur
rendering only six hits and
two base on balls, and he
struck out four.
In the top of the ninth, last
year's closer Brandon McCreery came in to give the
Pirates a chance to win the
game in the bottom of the
inning. Unfortunately McCreery had to face the heart
of the Trojans' order.
MOC loaded the bases for
"Dangerous" Dylan Holton,
who lived up to his nickname
when he ripped a grand slam
over the right field wall.
AASU had no response in
the bottom of the inning after
Holton's grand slam.
Cardoza-Oquendo was the
Pirates' last chance to gen
erate some offense, but he
struck out looking to end the
game.
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DID YOU KNOW?
During World War II, the Cardinals combined with the
Pittsburgh Steelers to form a unified team because of the
Forbes Field. Its record was 0-10 in '44.
compiled by Gregory Clay

Pirates suffer loss in rain-shortened game
MOC wins series' rubber match
By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Mount OliveCollege (MOC)
won the third and decisive
game in the series on Mon
day, Feb. 2, after splitting the
double header against Arm
strong Atlantic State Univer
sity (AASU) on Sunday.
The defending Division
II national champions were
able to use errors committed
by AASU and the poor weath

er conditions to their advan
tage to pull out the win.
While the first inning went
without incident or even a
hit, the second inning was
not so nice for AASU's start
ing pitcher Jess Chase.
The first batter managed to
hit a double off of Chase on
the first pitch thrown. With
the bases loaded later in the
inning, Chase wasn't able to
find the strike zone against
Kevin Kearney and walked in
a hin.

Trojans' center fielder
Montoya Young then drove
in three runs against Chase
before Young was thrown out
in a run down at third while
attempting to finish a triple.
The following inning, with
rain continuing to come
down, Chase gave up two
more runs and was taken out
for Blake Culberson.
It was Culberson's first
action since pitching in the
2007 Peach Belt Conference
championship, and he looked

a little shaky initially, throw
ing a wild pitch in the dirt to
let one of MOC's runners ad
vance.
Culberson then got it to
gether, allowing only two un
earned runs in 2 2/3 innings
pitched and only three hits
and one walk.
He also proved that he def
initely has some power in his
arm when he broke Kyle Hin
richs' bat, a rare sight since
almost all NCAA players use
aluminum bats. Culberson

Photo by Muona Malola

With b ases loaded in the bottom of the first inning the AASU
coaches call the team together to make sure everyone is on the
same page.

jumped back in surprise as
the barrel of the bat came fly
ing at him after the pitch.
The game was eventually
called due to weather condi
tions after the end of the fifth

inning. Since the game was
completed through the first
five innings, the Trojans end
ed up with a 9-0 win.

AASU takes a tough PBC loss against Francis Marion
With loss Pirates fall to fourth in the PBC
By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Missed opportunities and
missed shots gave Armstrong
Atlantic State University
(AASU) back-to-back losses
for the first time all season.
Francis Marion University
(FMU) also gave the Pirates
their first home loss since
USC Aiken came to Alumni
Arena back on Dec. 6.
Coming off a tight game
at USC Aiken on Jan. 31, it
was obvious on Feb. 2 that
AASU's schedule was wear
ing on them as the team
showed some signs of fatigue
early on in the game. Most of
the starting lineup was tak
ing a breather on the bench

about four minutes into the
proceedings.
The Patriots took the early
lead 5-6 at 16:42 in the game.
From that point on neither
team could gain a clear up
per hand on the other. As
soon as one team took a lead
and tried to pull away, the
other responded to make
sure things never got far out
of reach.
AASU pulled within three
of FMU, 38-41, at the half
thanks to a jumper by T.T.
Hall with less than a second
remaining.
AASU was able to regain
the lead with a lay-up by Bri
an Moultrie a little over one

minute into the second half.
FMU responded immediate
ly as the two teams contin
ued to go back and forth for
the next three minutes of the
game.
The game seemed well in
hand as the Pirates started to
pull away when Dwight Tolbert hit two out of t hree free
throws on a 3-point foul at
tempt to go up 53-47Unfortunately for AASU,
FMU was not ready to pack it
in as they went on a 15-0 run.
The run lasted nearly five
minutes and during this time
the Pirates went 0-6 from the
field and had five turnovers.
AASU was able to battle

back, and they pulled to
within one, 66-67, with only
2:29 to go on a shot by Calvin
Wilson.
However, AASU was forced
to foul while they were trail
ing with less than a minute to
go in the game. FMU was not
to be stopped as they knocked
down five of their last six free
throws to give the Pirates a
heartbreaking 69-74 loss.
AASU now falls back to
fourth in the Peach Belt Con
ference (PBC). An 8-4 record
in the PBC places the Pirates
behind Georgia College and
State University arid USC Ai
ken who are tied for first at
10-2 and Augusta State Uni-

Photo by Elizabeth Rusiecki

Coach Jeff Burkhamer calls a timeout late in th e game against
FMU in o rder to get a play together and help his players focus.
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Pirates tie once for third, finish fourth at
Outback Steakhouse Intercollegiate
Courtesy of Sports
Communications
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Ashley Duhart dribbles through FMU's defense in t he
game on Feb. 2.

AASU women's
basketball turns over a
potential win
Possession problems cost the Lady
Pirates in 75-61 defeat
By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Armstrong Atlantic State
University (AASU) couldn't
overcome a number of turn
overs and a poor shooting ef
fort against the No. 19 Fran
cis Marion University (FMU)
Lady Patriots on Monday,
Feb. 2, at Alumni Arena.
FMU made 23 steals dur
ing the game, resulting in
most of AASU's 33 total turn
overs. The Lady Patriots gen
erated 40 points from turn
overs, while AASU was able
to only get 15 points off their
10 turnovers.
The Lady Pirates allowed
FMU to get off to a 0-7 run
at the beginning of the game.
This combined with the fact
that the Lady Pirates didn't
knock down shots put them
in a hole early.
AASU shot only 6-27 (22.2
percent) and missed all of
their 3-point attempts, going
0-4 in the first half and only
scoring 25 points to FMU's
40.
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to up their shooting percent
age in the second half, going
9-25 (36 percent) from the
field and 3-8 (37.5 percent)
from behind the 3-point line.
Despite their efforts, AASU
could not hold off the Lady
Patriots' stellar shooting.
FMU went 26-64 (40.6 per
cent) from the field and 4-10
(40 percent) from behind the
arc.
Even with AASU's scoring
woes and numerous turn
overs, the score didn't get too
out of hand, as the final was
61-75.
Senior guard Lacy Wil
lis led AASU and the game
in scoring with 21 points, 11
of which came from the free
throw line. Dartayvia Thom
as put up a double-double of
11 points and 11 rebounds.
The loss drops AASU's re
cord to 11-8 overall and 6-6
in the conference. FMU just
keeps rolling; they led the
Peach Belt Conference with
a record of 17-1 overall and
10-1 in the conference.

Opening round
of the
tournament
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Fla. - The No. 24-ranked
Armstrong Atlantic State
University (AASU) men's
golf team fired a firstround 293 and is tied for
third place after the first
round of the Outback
Steakhouse
Intercolle
giate, hosted by Catawba
at the Hombre Golf Club
in Panama City Beach,
Fla., on Monday.
The Pirates are two
strokes behind first-round
leader Clayton State (291),
with Columbus State (292)
one stroke back. AASU
is tied with Lander for
third, and Newberry (297)
rounds out the top five in
the 16-team field.
A trio of players led the

The No. 24-ranked Arm
strong Atlantic State Univer
sity (AASU) men's golf team
fired a final-round
299 to
finish fourth at the Outback
Steakhouse Intercollegiate
on Tuesday afternoon at the
Hombre Golf Club in Pana
ma City Beach, Fla.
The Pirates finished
the
two-day tournament with a
592 total, seven strokes be
hind team champion Colum
bus State, who shot 293 on
Tuesday to finish with a 585
total. Clayton State, the firstround leader, shot 298 on
Tuesday to finish four strokes

Above: RJ. Gipaya struggles to hold on to the ball at
AASU's ru gby game against Golden Isle on Saturday, Jan. 31.
Right: The team forms a scrummage with Golden Isle
as their teammate prepares to throw in t he ball during their
game.

Photos by Hannah Qesterheld

No. 14 Pacers top No. 12 AASU
Pirates' win streak ends at five

No. 23 USC Aiken clips
Lady Pirates, 60-56

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

AIKEN, S.C. - The
No. 14-ranked USC Ai
ken men's basketball
team built a late 11point lead in the sec
ond half and held on
for a 81-76 Peach Belt
Conference victory over
No. 12-ranked Arm
strong Atlantic State
University (AASU) on
Jan. 31.
The Pacers (14-4, 9-2

Pacers avenge early
season defeat
AIKEN, S.C. - No. 23ranked USC Aiken held off a
late surge from visiting Arm
strong Atlantic State Uni
versity (AASU), picking up a
60-56 Peach Belt Conference
women's basketball victory
on Jan. 31.
The Lady Pacers (16-5, 8-3
PBC) avenged an earlierseason defeat in Savannah
to the Lady Pirates (11-7, 6-5
PBC), back when USC Aiken
was ranked No. 7 in t'ie na~
tion. The loss is AASU s fifth
in its last six games, while
USC Aiken has won three of
its last four.
AASU opened up the game
on fire from three-point
range, hitting four of its first
five shots from beyond the
arc en route to a 20-11 lead
midway through the first
half. The Lady Pacers, how
ever, closed the half on a 15"4
run to take a three-point lead
at halftime, 34-31Twice in the second halt,
the Lady Pirates cut the USC
Aiken's lead to one, the last

Closing round
of action

off the pace with a
total. Lander
carded a secondround 297 to fin
ish with a 590
total, two strokes
ahead of AASU.
Senior
Chris
Wolfe shot a secondstraightround
of one-over-par
73 to finish
the
tournament with
a
two-over-par
146 total, tying for
fourth individu
ally. Junior Jon
Wingate shot a
second-round 74
and finished with
a 147 total, tying
for ninth individually. Matthew Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Motes fired a 76 on Tuesday Chris Wolfe cards a secondto finish with a seven-over- round 73, finishes tied for
par 149 total, while David fourth.
Patterson rebounded from
his first-round
81 to also
shoot 76 on Tuesday, finish
The Pirates will next be
ing with a 157 total. Parker in action on Feb. 22 and 23,
Gordon rounded out the Pi hosting the AASU/Southrate scoring after a second- bridge Pirate Invitational at
round 77, finishing with a 151 Southbridge Golf Club in Sa
total.
vannah.
589

Rugby fever hits AASU intramurals

The Lady Pirates were able

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

Pirates individually after the
first day. Senior Chris Wolfe,
junior Jon Wingate and
freshman Matthew Motes
each shot one-over-par 73
scores on Monday, tying for
12th individually. Sopho
more Parker Gordon carded a
two-over-par 74 on Monday,
while sophomore David Pat
terson rounded out AASU's
scoring with an 81.

coming on a Kelly Versluis
free throw with 33 seconds
remaining, making the score
57-56. Versluis missed the
second free throw, forcing
the Lady Pirates to foul after
USC Aiken grabbed the re
bound. USC Aiken's Kendra
Chandler made one of two
free throws, making the lead
•two, but the Lady Pirates
turned the ball over in the
last 10 seconds, and Morgan
Johnson's two free throws
with six seconds left sealed
the win.
The free throws capped
a career high-tying night
for Johnson, who hit 8-of10 shots fropi the floor and
7-of-9 free throws for a gamehigh 23 points, to go along
with 11 rebounds. Chandler
added 10 for USC Aiken.
The Lady Pirates were led
by Lindsey Holmes' 12 points
on 4-0U9 shooting from be
yond the arc. Versluis and
Lacey Willis each added
11 points, while Dartayvia
Thomas contributed nine
points and nine rebounds.

PBC) swept the season series
from the Pirates (15-3, 8-3
PBC) and remain tied for first
place in the PBC standings
with No. 24 Georgia College
and State University, who
knocked off No. 7 Augusta
State on Saturday afternoon.
The Pirates and the Jaguars
are now tied for third, one
game behind the co-leaders.
AASU led early against the
Pacers, scoring eight of the
first 10 points of the game,
but USC Aiken used a 25-10
run to take charge of the con

test late in the first half. The four on two T.T. Hall free
Pirates battled back to cut throws with 26 seconds left,
the lead to two at halftime, but missed two three-point
35-33, then took the lead on attempts in the final seconds
a three-pointer by Dwight that could have cut the game
Tolbert early in the second to one possession.
Brian Moultrie led all scor
half, making the score 43-41
ers
on the night for the Pi
with 17:34 remaining.
The Pacers retook the lead rates with 22 points on 6-offor good on two free throws 10 shooting from the floor
from Javonte Clanton with and 10-0^13 shooting from
the free throw line. Hall and
7:01 remaining, and then
built that lead to 11, 74-63, Tolbert each added 19 points
on two more Clanton free for AASU.
throws with 1:44 left. The
Pirates got back to within
Left: Senior Lacey Willis dribbles around Clayton State's Shanrika
Flardeman during the game at Alumni Arena on Jan. 28.
Below: Senior Forward Calvin Wilson tries to claim the ball during
the tip-off against Clayton State University at Alumni Arena on
Jan. 28.

AASU m en down Clayton State, 68-64, while the
Lady Pirates fall 76-42 on Jan. 28. Check
theinkwellonline.com for recaps.
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Current Standings

as of Jan. 20

Women's Basketball
Men's Basketball

Conference

GCSU

10-2

USC Aiken

Overall

Conference
Francis Marion
Clayton State
GCSU

Augusta State

UNC Aiken

Armstrong Atlantic State

Lander

Francis Marion

Armstrong Atlantic State
Columbus State

Clayton State

.

Lander
North Georgia
GA Southwestern
Columbus State
UNC Pembroke

Overall

UNC Pembroke

2-10

Augusta State
North Georgia
Ga. Southwestern

Photos by Hank Sharpe
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Calendar of Events
ARTS

Feb. 5-20: Call

&

ENTERTAINMENT

for Entries—Artists should submit 15-20 images in the photojournalism documentary
style to be considered for "Creative Action," set for March at the Desotorow Gallery. $25 fee. Dead
line is Feb. 20. E-mail info@desotorow.org for more information.
Feb. 9-20: The AASU AMT department will present "An Artistic Discovery," the annual United States
Congressional High School Juried Art Exhibition for the Georgia 1st and 12th Districts in the AASU
Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays. Admission is free. For more informa
tion, call (912) 344-2801.

Connections common among
Savannah Book Festival authors
By Yvette Wheeler
Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

rue pnuto

Authors to share work, advice at festival
selves and start over... some
thing we all have had to do at
some point or other."
Family is an important
The Second Annual Savan theme to Savannah writer
nah Book Festival casts a Elizabeth Hartley Winthrop
broad net to gather a variety as well.
"I like to explore the dy
of well-known, sought-after
authors to fill the historic namic of family in crisis," she
Telfair Square Friday, Feb. 6 said.
A newcomer to the Savan
through Sunday, Feb. 8.
Authors, including Rose nah Book Festival, Winthrop
Rock, Adam Davies, Mary plans to read from her latest
Kay Andrews, Elizabeth book, "December," a quiet
Hartley Winthrop, Nic Sheff, family drama about young
and Leslie Walker Williams, Isabelle. Winthrop described
will explore genres such as it as "a portrait of recovery
contemporary issues, literary and self-determination."
Winthrop's audience will
fiction, history and biogra
phy, lifestyle, poetry
and family activities.
Andrews began her
career in Savannah
as a journalist for
the Savannah Morn
ing News, where she covered hear her speak about her
the highly publicized real-life writing process. She pre
murder trials that were the viewed her best advice to
basis for "Midnight in the novice writers: "Trust your
Garden of Good and Evil." self, in terms of writing, and
Andrews has focused her ca put it out there."
Trusting himself has prov
reer on conveying southern
mentality with books such as en successful for up-and"Deep Dish, "Savannah Blues" coming author Davies. Mo
tion picture deals for two of
and "Savannah Breeze."
"I find that I write mostly his three published books are
about southern women, fam in the works.
Davies' success as an adult
ily and home. Home, to me, is
the South. It's hard to leave. contrasts with the naivety of
Georgians especially, because his youth. In an e-mail, he
of the Civil War, felt dispos described himself as a boy
sessed and had lost their who "once won a cake walk,
homes; the tendency for us even though, at age five, he
is to put down roots and stay couldn't read Roman numer
als and therefore didn't cry
there," Andrews said.
"So I write what I know. out that he'd won, and didn't
Most of my books center on get the cake."
Davies adopted Savannah
home as in the place, sense
and people. Most of my char as his home for a more con
acters are searching for what ducive writing environment.
"I learned quickly that if I
'home' is to them."
Andrews elaborated fur stayed in New York, that I'd
ther on her characters and never write another book; too
many bad-influence friends,
their struggles.
too
many parties," he said.
"They usually have made
"So I moved back to Savan
a mess of their lives. They
made terrible mistakes. They nah in the summer of 2007.
did stupid stuff, whether it's I wasn't aware of t he Savan
over love or jealousy, and nah Book Festival until fairly
they have to reinvent them recently, but when I met
By Kara Hooper
Staff Reporter

Matt Prickett [the founder
and creative and executive
director of the Savannah
Book Festival] and re
ceived his gracious invita
tion, I couldn't say no."
Davies will speak about
his latest book, "Mine All
Mine," which he described
as "a screw-ball-comedycum-heist that also hap
pens to be the first serious
dramatization of the black
market in stolen and loot
ed artwork, a black mar
ket that is, after narcotics,
the most lucrative in the
world."
He will also elaborate
on his writing
process, but he
was adamant that
it is advice that
"no one wants to
hear."
The simple, dispirit
ing, unglamorous secret of
writing is: work. You s im
ply have to sit down and
put in the hours at the key
board. Naturally, you have
to read everything on earth
and you have to be insa
tiably, natively curious,
and you must cultivate an
impregnable shell against
criticism and rejection, but
mainly it's actual work."

"The simple, dispiriting,
unglamorous secret of
writing is: work."

Accomplished
poets

The Poetry Society of Geor
gia partnered with Southern
Poetry Review (SPR) to pro
vide co-advertising and pro
motion of the program in the
community.
Dr. Tony Morris, assistant
professor of English at Arm
strong Atlantic State Univer
sity (AASU) and managing
editor of SPR, assisted with
the festival and helped re
cruit Judith Ortiz Cofer, the
Regents and Franklin profes
sor of English at University
of Georgia. Morris, who knew
Prickett through Savannah's
small poetry community, was
invited to help select poets as
a "poetry selection consul
tant."
"She's a beautiful writer
and an accomplished poet
and so that was the number
one criteria," Morris said. He
added that because a lot of
the speakers from the festi
val are from out of state, they
"also want to highlight some
of the gems we have here in
the state of Georgia."
Dr. James Smith, associ
ate professor of English at
AASU and associate editor
of the SPR, was on the board
that published David Kirby's
Recruitment
poem, "Someone Naked
of authors
and Adorable," which won a
Pushcart prize, a prestigious,
Every spring, Prickett
annual prize awarded to writ
makes a trip to look at
ers. Smith described Kirby's
book releases that will
work as "an accomplished
coincide with the festival.
poem."
The author committee,
"David Kirby has kind of
collaborating with pub
developed a form that is his
lishers such as Harper
signature style, and it is often
Collins, Simon & S chus
a poem that seems to oper
ter and Random House,
ate by a kind of free associa
creates a wish list of
tion ... and as you're reading
authors they would like
through the poem, you're not
to have at the festival.
often sure of how it's all go
Some connections come
ing to tie together, how it's
from personal relation all going to add up to some
ships such as Julia Reed,
thing," Smith said.
a senior writer at Vogue
and contributing editor
Southern
at Newsweek, who was a
hospitality
speaker at the inaugural
festival. She helped re
The intimacy and hospi
cruit Roy Blount Jr., the
tality for which Savannah is
keynote speaker.
Prickett said Blount, known, "those things really
a well-known southern set us apart, it makes a sig
humorist, embodies the nificant difference when re
spirit of the festival as the cruiting authors, they're anx
keynote speaker because ious to come when we invite
"a big part of Roy's appeal them," Prickett said.
He said that his goal is
is his very definite love of
the language and fascina an audience of 6,000. Last
year's festival brought 3,500
tion with the language."
The Savannah Morn
ing News will sponsor the
Second Annual Savannah
Book Festival in Telfair
Square, which will fea
ture seven venues. There
will be six author presen
tations at each venue on
Saturday, Feb. 7, starting
at 10:00 a.m. and ending
at 5:00 p.m.
The festival is an an
nual free and open to the
public "celebration of the
written word and its role
in improving the human
experience," said Matt
Prickett, founder and
executive and creative
director of the Savannah
Book Festival.
"For me, personally,
some years ago, I decided
that I would stop vegetat
ing in front of the televi
sion set and would plan
my viewing intentionally
and set aside time also for
reading, and my life has
been enriched by that.
So I think the same thing
may happen with others,"
Prickett said.

Sponsored by The Poetry
Society of Georgia 20082009 reading series, the
"Southern Poetry Review"
and AASU's Department of
Language, Literature, and
Philosophy.

Photo courtesy of the author
Judith Ortiz Cofer
"I'm always concerned with
translation, and how to get
the words right, and poetry
is the most important and
demanding medium."

Photo courtesy of the author
David Kirby
Kirby said that reading at
the Savannah Book Festival
"offers the chance at a new

For a full list of authors
who will appear at the
Savannah Book Festival, visit
savannahbookfestival.org.

people, and this year Paula
Deen will be an addition that
Prickett hopes will increase
the appeal.
Each author is encouraged
to talk about their lives, their
current work and finally to
take questions from the au. dience.
"I enjoy getting to know
more about what these peo
ple go through, what these
gifted, creative people go
through to produce their
work," Prickett said.
"So I hope that anybody
who attends will come away
with a deeper love of read
ing."

Spoken Word artist turned
musician to perform at AASU
By Yvette Wheeler
Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

Photo courtesy of Petrushka Bazin

If you missed Rafael Casal at the MCC on Feb. 5 at 8 p.m., he will
also perform at SCAD on Feb. 6 at 8 p.m.

The now 23-year-old Rafa
el Casal got his start writing
about such topics as the mur
der rate in his hometown and
the flaws of the public school
system—pretty hefty mate
rial for a spoken word art
ist, but to be expected from
a man who at age 15 made
his poetry slam debut at the
4,000-student Berkeley High
School in Berkeley, Calif.
Casal, who is of Irish, Span
ish and Cuban descent, said
that his writing "uses a per
sonal narrative, a personal
situation to talk about a big

ger problem."
His aim was for his music
to be "universal and relatable
for everyone."
Now a slam poet, recording
artist, educator and found
ing member of The Getback
music collective (a group of
musicians from the Bay area,
with whom he co-wrote the
"One Drop Rule," a hip-hop
theater piece), Casal has also
been on seasons 4-6 of Rus
sell Simmons' Def Poetry on
HBO.
"I love telling a story that
has a great punch line in it. I
think I've been doing it since
I was a kid, that's probably
what attracted me to spoken
word in the first place."
»

The goal of both his
Spoken Word performance
and music is "to find the
funny aspects of things that
seem a little unjust or unrea
sonable, and try to point out
things that maybe we haven't
thought about," he said.
Barbara Erwin, the chair
man of the Visual and Per
forming Arts committee of
the Campus Union Board
(CUB), was instrumental in
bringing Casal to campus.
She met him at a National
Association for Campus Ac
tivities she attended for CUB,
and "thought the subjects he
writes about would hit home
with Armstrong students,"
she said in an e-mail. "I saw

Rafael Casal, and you can't
deny his amazing flow."
Now the Creative Direc
tor for First Wave, a hip-hop
theater-based
performing
arts program at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin-Madison,
Casal released his full-length
debut LP "As Good As Your
Word," in June 2007.
He will perform in the MCC
at 8 p.m. on Thursday, Feb.
5. He will be doing a Spo
ken Word performance with
some music from his first
album and his latest album
"Monster," to be released in
April 2009. For more infor
mation about Rafael Casal,
visit www.myspace.com/rafaelcasal.
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Upcoming DVD Releases
for Feb. 6 and Feb. 10
Compiled by Yvette Wheeler
Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

Abduction thriller brings out Neeson's inner action hero

JCUu-r&tfafsrt:

Directed by: Pierre
Morel

Starring: Liam Neeson,
Maggie Grace,
Famke Janssen

Rated: PG-13 (for

"Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa"
(Rated PG, adventure, animation,
comedy)
New York Zoo animals Alex the
Lion, Marty the Zebra, Melman
the Giraffe and Gloria the Hippo
are still stranded on Madagascar.
They attempt to leave the island hut
end up in the wilderness of Africa,
where Alex meets the rest of his
family but has trouble communicat
ing with them after spending time
in domestication at the Central Park
Zoo.

violence, sexuality,
language and drug
content)
3 stars (out of 5)

Rafirori rta
.
Copyright Twentieth C
v
a CIA age nt Bryan Mills (Liam Neeson) brings his old connections, clout and considerable combat prowess to bear on his
daughter's kidnappers in th e action romp "Taken."
By Joseph Peters
Staff Reporter

Liam Neeson is 56 years
old. He has played a Jedi
knight, an acclaimed sex
ologist, and in 2011 he'll be
hitting theaters as Abraham
Lincoln, arguably our best
president, and certainly Barack Obama's favorite. And
if you think for a second he's
slowing down - or that, at his
advanced age, he's any less of
a bad man than he once was,
"Taken" will take that mis
conception and slap you in

the face with it.
Neeson plays retired CIA
agent Bryan Mills. His mar
riage was ruined by his ca
reer, and as a result some sig
nificant emotional distance
has grown between him and
his 17-year-old daughter, Kim
(Maggie Grace). As a result
of both their distance from
each other and his career as
a CIA agent, Bryan gets ner
vous when Kim decides to go
to Paris with one of her girl
friends, but in spectacular
daddy's-little-girl
fashion,
she convinces him to let her

go.

mm . '.-idfesii:

Weekly Recipe

Of c ourse, Bryan is proven
right when Kim is abducted
from her hotel room. This is
the point in the movie where
director Pierre Morel stomps
on the accelerator and takes
us on a wild ride that sees
Neeson shooting wives, bust
ing skulls and generally put
ting on a tour-de-force that
will make the men in the au
dience giddy and will have
the women feeling like he's
just not that into them.
"Taken" moves at an in
credibly fast pace, and credit
goes to director Morel and
hrr —ritMTiiHif'iWirflr—n and

By Yvette Wheeler
Arts & Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

Robert Mark Kamen. They viewers. The bits of comic
complement the fast pace of relief are thrown in for no
the movie with a relatively discernable reason and too
simple plotline, designed to often fail to make the viewer
put the focus exactly where laugh; Neeson doesn't need
it belongs: Neeson and his to be James Bond if he's al
two fists. Some actors simply ready Bryan Mills.
Still, "Taken" is exactly the
are not capable of carrying a
movie, especially an action type of adrenaline-soaked
movie, and I would've put thrill ride that action movie
Neeson on that list at one fans love, and if this Janu
ary release is setting the pace
point. Not anymore.
However, this is not a for the rest of the year, then
movie without flaws. Neeson 2009 should be very kind to
is excellent, but he's almost the genre.
too good at what he does,
and questions of believability
will be a little much for some

"Nights in Rodanthe" (Rated PG13, drama, romance)
Adrienne Willis, a woman whose
life is unraveling, travels to the
small coastal town of Rodanthe to
take care of a friend's inn. However,
a storm sets in on the town as she
and another guest find romance.
*Richard Gere
*Diane Lane

JOSH BROUN

"W." t Rated R, -widescreen and
fulVscreen versions, dxamab

This biography of the life of
George W. Bush underscores the
absurdity of his presidency in the
White House and especially the Iraq
War. This movie chronicles from
1967 to his re-election in 2004.
*,Josh Brolin
*Elizabeth Banks

Check online...
for a preview of the Georgia Music Educators Associa
tion District Honor Band, performing on Feb. 6.
theinkwellonline.com

Prep time: 5 mins
Cook time: 40 rains

Turkey meatball soup

For more upcoming DVDs, visit us
online at theinkwellonline.com.

Ingredients
1 pound ground turkey
1 large carrot, sliced
2-3 tablespoons olive oil
1 tablespoon parsley,
oregano

2 tablespoons scallions, sliced
Salt, pepper
1-11/2 cups linguini noodles
3 cans chicken broth

2 bay leaves
5-8 dashes Worcestershire
. sau ce

Procedure

1. Combine the chicken broth and the two bay leaves in a pot and set on low heat,
2. Season the ground turkey with the salt, pepper, parsley, oregano and Worchestershire sauce.
Then roll the turkey into 6-7 one-inch balls (number may vary depending on how much tur
key you use). Cook the turkey riieatballs in the oven on 350 degrees on a foil sheet for about
20-30 minutes or until you can stick a fork through them with resistance. Then add to the
broth and turn up to medium heat.
3. Lightly fry the carrot slices and scallions in the oil in a separate pan on medium heat for 1
minute. Remove from heat and put carrots and scallions into chicken broth.
4. Cook the linguini noodles according to package instructions and combine them with the
chicken broth in the pot, turning the soup on high afterward. Once the soup boils for 3-5
minutes, turn back on low.
5. Enjoy while hot. Makes about 3-4 servings of soup depending on bowl sizes.

Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Th eatre
Savannah's Cultural Center on the South side

V.

Terrence McNallyand DavidYazbek's

%

MONTY
FV

February 19-22 & 26-28, 2009 at 7:30pm*
Jenkins Hall Theater
*(3 p.m. only February 22)

Advance tickets available at the Fine Arts Lobby Box Office
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. weekdays, or byi phone 344.2801
Online at: www.finearts.armstrong.edu/tickets.html
General Admission: $15; discounts available
Audience discretion is advised
Armstrong Atlantic State University's Student Government Association
.ct Savannah is the media sponsor for the Masquers

Crossword
ACROSS
Defeats soundly
Flock youngster
Welfare
Painter's tripod
Beige
Entice
Superlatively
shady
19 Object of
adoration
20 Black or Salton
21 Restorative
drinks
23 Farm output
26 Norse pirate
chief
30 VIP in a will
31 Some stockings
32 Ship's rear
35 Cay
36 Kennedy and
Williams
37 Painter Degas
39
Jessica
Parker
41 Actress Myrna
42
Haute, IN
43 Slur over
44 Cogito
sum
46 Jockey's strap
47 Appendage
48 Composite
picture
50 Distress
painfully
51 Mouth the words
52 How 'bout that!
53 Hindu deity
56 Beverage
dispenser
58 Suggestion
59 Personal
assessment
66 Boor choices
67 One of H OMES
68 Dwight's rival
69 Swan lady
70 Gratify fully
71 In the act of

1
6
10
14
15
16
17

DOWN
Moines
Cheerleader's
word
NAFTA
participant
Coverlet
Gin flavoring

1

2

•

'

14
17

"

ID
• 20

23

£

4

3

\>A

•
|
„
•
•
2b

22

3."j

13

32

33

34

134

fif>

21?

"

30

12

1

•2!

2f

2b

,

11

38

"

33

10

"

43

iy

4/
51
53
58
06

4L>

44

5

A

55

60

iy

•.

1
S7

St?
65

69

Ring of flowers
Top pilot
" .Miniver"
Interrupt rudel y
Support loop
BMW rival
Fast-food
magnate Ray
13 Morays
18 "The Man Who
There"
22 Start
23 Carver's tool
24 Equity value
25 North Sea
structure
27 " in Gaza"
28 "God's Little
Acre" co-star
29 1964-80 Soviet
leader
32 Consents
33 Cereal
ingredient
34 Fashionable
38 Reckless action
40 Surround
45 Take place

"

ft?
68

I

"
© 2009 Tribune Media Services. Inc.
All ri ghts reserved.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

AC

"

2/7/09

Solutions
9 N 1 0
1 V 3 a
a u V 9
•N
A V s 1
a N 3 b
N 1 3 H
3 b b 3
B V 9 a
1 3 V
9
S 0 1 N
T 0 a 1
3 B n 1
3 >1 V S

a
3
V
3
3 y d
b n
0 N
0 1
0 9
JL
A
3
S
S N 0
N 1 >1
01

1 V S
1 u 3
1 3 S
19
A s d
V s O
H 3
0 3
a 3 1
"i A N
V 3 p

V
s
V
N H
1 1
IAI
3 a
H V
3
y

a
3
3
S

3
3
a
1

3
V
1
A

0 3 3
1 3 3
y V s
3 s 1
1 3 H
d 0 d 0

•

V 3
1 s 3 1 M O a V H s
n a 0 3 T 3 s V 3
a w V "1

49 Untitled works
51 Drepung
monastery's site
53 Glass container
54 Stagnant
55 Watermelon
discard

57
60
61
62
63
64
65

S a n y 0

Enjoy a book
Epoch
Set aflame
Price asked
Boxing great
Operated
Excavate
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THE STRENGTH TO HEAL
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a monthly stipend of more than $1,900.

To learn more about the U.S. Army Health Care Team, call Capt. Rodney Hankins at 877-891-6281,
email rodney.hankins@usarec.army.mil, or visit healthcare.goarmy.com/info/mchpsp1.
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COLLEGE NIGHT

Eveiy Tue sday 5PM -8PW
Oglethorpe Mall Food Court
W£//4

1040 Ktafi GoorSa Bh-d
Suite 50

Buy a n e ntree, g et a n e ntree F REE!
Entrees in clude C hick-fM® Chicken Sandwich, 8 N uggets, an d 3 Ships

O 1W PM. fman In
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Phone: 812-8204550
WM»: www.n»# Bttitwdoahoiritai*©.t»m

Finally!

Affordable Health and
Disability Insurance
For Family, Faculty and Students
Design a plan that meets your needs
Call for a rate check up!

Charles Tyner 912 659 4137
charles_tyner@yahoo.com

POOL HOURS

Spring 2009

Sessions begin Jan. 12

Recreational swim sessions
Monday
Noon-1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Tuesday
11:30 a.m.-l 2:45 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30p.m.
Wednesday
Noon-1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Thursday
11:30 a.m.-l 2:45 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
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Friday
Noon-1:30 p.m.
Saturday
lOa.m.-Noon
Sunday
1 p. m.-3p.m.
*MUST PRESENT CURRENT AASU ID CARD FOR ENTRY!

